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CONSIDER REPORTING ON THE FOLLOWING

Goal Type: Goals I’m pursuing
Meetings I’ve prepared
for & debrief

Tactics on sharing SU
event Information

Upcoming programs & services

Include for Each Goal:
Details on upcoming
tasks I will be
completing

Important
dates/deadlines

People I will need to
work with

Resources I might need to
gather

Meetings & activities
attended, people I’ve spoken
with:

Reflect on what I’ve
accomplished

Challenges I’ve
encountered

How my work has
impacted students in
my constituency

Details on what I did & who I
worked with etc. New tasks in
my work plan

LOOKING BACK
NOTE: Please give more details than the examples shown. If you have nothing to report in a particular line, just type in “Nothing to report”.

Hours Breakdown
(Meetings, events and activities that I’ve
attended in my role, with a breakdown
of hours)

There have been a variety of meetings throughout the month of August and while it
would be impossible to break them all down in this report, the great majority of these
meetings were dedicated to either Get Out The Vote plans and commitments or CAUS
and CASA meetings. There was also a significant amount of meetings pertaining to the
return to campus.

Highlights and Reflection on
monthly activity
(Information of note, what went well,
what did not)

The main highlights from the month of August surround the two Get Out The Vote
campaigns that I have been spearheading (One for both the Federal and Municipal
Elections). I have set dates and began confirming attendees for both the Federal and
Municipal forums that I will be having on campus. We have also begun to create the
tabling schedule for Get Out The Vote volunteers and I have booked and confirmed a
contract with a shuttle company that will be taking students to the polls on the 20th.

Projects in Progress
(Projects that I am currently working on,
who I am working with, what resources
do I require?)

I have been working on lots of Get Out The Vote things with President Holly Kletke,
other members of the Executive Council, a team of volunteers as well as engaging with
and discussing the participation of the Southern Alberta Council on Public Affairs.

I have also been working with a Sexual Violence joint committee to deal with this
important issue on campus and steps that we believe can make the campus community
safer in regards to this issue.

I have also been working with the Lethbridge Youth Advisory Council to plan a joint
youth and environmental townhall for the upcoming Municipal election.

Completed Projects
(Projects that I have completed, what
went well, what did not, and why)

I have been completing pieces of the Get Out The Vote campaign but will ultimately still
be spending a ton of hours on that throughout the month of September as well!



Challenges I’ve Encountered:
(eg: I can’t get volunteers, not enough
funding, the equipment didn’t work
properly, etc.).

The main challenge has been trying to plan a Get Out The Vote campaign in a limited
amount of time both in the sense of how fast this election is occurring but also because
of the fact that for most of it, Students were not even on campus yet, and thus we want
to try and deliver as much as possible in the week and a half that we have with them on
campus.

It has also been a challenge to plan these events without being fully aware of how
Covid numbers could end up changing the delivery of the event and dictating who
would be allowed to attend it.

Goals I’ve Accomplished this
Month:
(kept up with regular duties &/or
accomplished additional goals)

As mentioned previously the main accomplishments of this month have been the
completion of smaller parts of the large project that is, Get Out The Vote, which will
continue into September, and in the case of the Municipal election, continue into
October as well.

The Sexual Violence Joint Committee has also been able to accomplish alot over the
month of August and we are now moving into the phases of executing the next phases
of out plans.

MOVING FORWARD
Current or Upcoming Tasks:
(upcoming activities or tasks I will be
participating in or spearheading,
possible timeline of completion, who will
I be working with).

At the risk of sounding like a broken record, continuing forward, Get Out The Vote will
continue to dominate the majority of my time, especially in the beginning three months
of September which leads us into the Federal Election. Upon the completion of the
Federal Election on September 20th, there will be a small period of time for people to
catch their breath a but before we start into events for the Municipal election.

Goals for Next Month:
(What I would like to accomplish next
month as a ULSU representative)

A successful and impactful Get Out The Vote campaign which bring a large amount of
students to the polls and gets them to be engaged voters.

Important Dates/Deadlines:
(important deadlines related to my goals
or position).

September 14th- Federal Candidates Forum
September 20th- Federal Election
September 23rd- General Assembly meeting


